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IP Surveillance
IP Surveillance Bring advanced security features to your business while lever-
aging your current IP network infrastructure

IP Surveillance

Product WVC200 PVC2300 WVC2300

Image Capture

Sensor 1/5" CMOS 1/4" Sony 
Progessive CCD

1/4" Sony 
Progessive CCD

VGA Resolution 

(640x480)
yes yes yes

Illimuniation (Lux) 2 @ F2.0 0.4 @ F1.7 0.4 @ F1.7

Day/Night Functionality no yes yes

Pan Tilt yes no no

IO

RS-485  (Pan Tilt Base) NA yes yes

Standard CS Lens NA yes yes

4pin IRIS port NA yes yes

GPIO inputs/outputs 0 / 0 2 / 2 2 / 2

Built-in MIC yes yes yes

MIC IN 1 1 1

SPKR OUT 0 1 1

Video

Codecs (Simultaneous) single dual dual

MPEG4, MJPEG yes yes yes

RTSP, RTP, RTCP no yes yes

3GPP (3G Mobile 

Phone)
no yes yes

Multicast no yes yes

Audio Bi-directional 1-way yes yes

Networking
Wireless 802.11g NA

1x2 MIMO 

802.11G

POE powered no yes no

SRW or SGE 
Managed PoE Switch

NSSxxxx
Network Storage
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Key Features Benefit

Utilize existing IP network
Lower cost and quicker installation by utilizing your 

existing IP infrastructure for data and power transmission.

Pay as you go Expandability
Easy to expand your sphere of surveillance without the 
high costs of CCTV multiplexers and multiple monitors.

Flexible Alert System
Alerts can trigger email, ftp, & instant messages along 

with triggering IO ports which can be used for lighting, 
locks, or sirens.

Standards based
2300 Cameras are standards based, so they’re able to 
interoperate with many third party enclosures, lenses, 

IR lamps, and more currently on the market.

Why do I need video surveillance?
Video surveillance is incredibly useful when it comes to maintaining 
business security.  Video surveillance deters theft and vandalism, and 
the information gathered is helpful in minimizing employee disputes 
and lawsuits.

Why IP based digital surveillance?
IP surveillance means incredibly fast data management speeds with 
the ability to ftp, email, or remotely access data.  IP surveillance can 
also operate off motion detection, allowing smart storage of relevant 
data.  IP based video surveillance also provides a cost & time savings 
over installing a separate data network (cabling/etc).  Utilizes existing 
IP infrastructure.  Record only video of interest (motion detection) 
rather than 24 x 7 recording.

What are typical applications for video surveillance?
IP surveillance is exceptional at securing your business by reducing 
customer and employee theft.  With remote surveillance you can 
secure your business in the comfort of your home.  Remote applications 
include opening loading docks and parking gates through video and 
audio validation.CS Lens  A CS lens allows replacement or installation without special knowledge.  Swappable 

with any industry standard CS-mount lens.

Dual Codec  Dual Codecs allows you to choose between MJPEG and MPEG-4 video codecs 
depending on your needs.

2-Way Audio  Gives you the flexibility to send and receive audio.  An example of useful two-way 
audio is in a door opener application.

CCD Sensor  CCD Sensors allow surveillance cameras to operate with increased fidelity in 
low-light conditions.

IO Ports  Input/Output (IO) Ports allow you to connect and control external devices, such as 
electric door openers, lights, alarms, and sensors.

RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol)  Real Time Streaming Protocol allows you to view 
streaming video in real-time, keeping your business safe and secure.

Power Over Ethernet (PoE)  Power over Ethernet is the next step in digital freedom, allowing 
data and power transfer over a single ethernet cable.  Eliminates need for a power outlet, 
perfect for surveillance devices.

IP Multicast  IP multicast maxmizes bandwidth by delivering a single stream of information 
simultaneously to different users.
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